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Abstract
This thesis discusses a gas around a thermal source that emits particles with a temperature
that is high enough for the emitted particles to self-interact.
Particles emitted from a hot thermal source by means of Hawking radiation could self-
interact. With such strong interactions, the Stefan-Boltzmann law would not accurately
describe the properties of the radiation. This thesis discusses two different regions of a
strongly interacting gas around a thermal source: the region where the gas can be accurately
described by a perfect fluid in a strong gravitational field, and where the gas freezes out due
to an increasing mean free path.
Here we show that properties of radiation would change due to self-interaction of such gas,
and as the interaction weakens due to increasing mean free path of the particles, parameters
of the gas change rapidly, which indicates that the gas freezes out. The temperature of self-
interacting radiation becomes lower in both perfect fluid region and freezeout region. The
temperature measured at infinity is lower than the temperature of non-interacting radiation
approximately by a factor of two.
The result shows that a thermal source surrounded by a strongly interacting gas would
seem colder than when self-interaction of the particles is not taken into account, and that
such strongly-interacting radiation would go through a rapid change in its parameters such
as temperature and fluid velocity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Thermal radiation from a compact object at high enough temperature is strongly inter-
acting, and thus could form a photosphere (the region where radiation is self-interacting)
around the object. If a photosphere is formed around a compact object, a far-away observer
would directly measure information about the surface temperature of the photosphere, not
the surface of the object itself. This situation is in contrast to the usual case where ra-
diation is free-streaming from the surface of an object and the Stefan-Boltzmann relation
(emitted energy is proportional to the fourth power of the temperature of the surface of
the thermal source) can be applied. This strong interaction leads to a breakdown of the
Stephen-Boltzmann law. Therefore, understanding the nature of thermal production of a
strongly interacting gas around a compact object is not only interesting in itself as a break-
down of the Stefan-Boltzmann law, but it also could in principle play an important role in
understanding measurements of very hot astrophysical thermal sources.
The focus of this thesis is to understand what happens to a strongly interacting gas
around a spherically symmetric thermal source whose energy release is in a steady state.
The specific problem we address is how such a thermal source would appear to observers
at infinity. The models presented in this thesis estimate the temperature profile and fluid
velocity of such radiation. Through the research, we find that the temperature of the light
that a far-away observer would measure is about half of the estimated value by Stefan-
Boltzmann relation.
We demonstrate this approach by analyzing two regions of a photosphere separately.
There is a region of a photosphere where particles are self-interacting strongly. Outside of
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that region, as a strongly interacting gas surrounding a thermal source moves outward, the
gas expands and the self-interaction of the gas weakens. Eventually, the gas expands so
much that particles in the gas do not interact anymore – in other words, the gas freezes
out. We call this location the freezeout surface. A quantum electrodynamic (QED) gas of
photons, electrons, and positrons would start free-streaming on this freezeout surface. A
quark-gluon plasma (QGP) – a fluid of quarks and gluons – would undergo a transition to
combine into hadrons (particles composed of quarks) and freeze out at the same location or
at a larger radius where hadrons start free-streaming to infinity.
We take the novel approach of modeling a strongly self-interacting gas as a perfect fluid
in a strong gravitational field. The analysis includes the effect on the space-time metric due
to the gravitational field of the fluid itself. In particular, the gr0 metric component, which
would be present in fluid moving rapidly around a black hole (and in a steady-state), is
included in the calculation. We find that the gr0 metric component changes its value, albeit
by a small amount (∼ 10−13). We find that the change in gr0 also changes the Hawking
temperature by ∼ 10−26 of the original temperature.
For the freezeout region, we perform a numerical calculation to understand the properties
of a self-interacting gas. We find that there is a region where all parameters change rapidly.
This is where freezeout occurs. After freezeout, the entropy increase is about 7 % and the
temperature drops to about half of its initial value.
Photospheres around hot black holes have been previously researched. Before researching
properties of such photospheres, however, estimates of the likelihood of the existence of a
photosphere around a high-temperature black hole were carried out. Oliensis and Hill [1]
calculated the frequency of particle emission from a black hole, using the emission probability
per time calculated by Page [2]. Computing the average time between consecutive emissions,
they found that approximately 99% of the emitted particles are too far apart to self-interact.
Hence, they concluded that the interactions of emitted particles are negligible and would
not form a photosphere. MacGibbon and Carr [3] considered the interactions of particles
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emitted from primordial black holes via ionization and photoelectric absorption, Compton
scattering off electrons, pair production off nuclei, and pair production off the microwave
background photons. They found that the time between collisions of radiated particles is
too large compared to the time particles need to escape from a typical-sized galaxy. Hence
they concluded that the interactions of radiated particles from primordial black holes would
be negligible. On the other hand, Heckler [4] showed that the presence of a photosphere
around hot black holes is a strong possibility when considering interactions that would
turn a small number of particles with high initial energy into a large number of particles
with lower energy (such as bremsstrahlung and pair production), and calculated the critical
temperature of a black hole for a photosphere to form. He computed the average number of
QED bremsstrahlung scatterings which a radiated particle experiences as it moves outward,
and defined the formation of a photosphere as when this number becomes larger than unity.
He estimated the critical temperature, the lowest possible temperature of a black hole that
has a photosphere, to be ∼ 45 GeV. At such a temperature, QCD and Standard Model
effects become significant, however, so a correct theory would need to include QCD and
Standard Model as well. The theory described in Chapter 3 of this thesis takes QCD effects
into account. Paczynski [5] made a photosphere model of a spherically symmetric relativistic
perfect fluid that flows radially outward in a steady state with the fluid velocity close to the
speed of light, c. He calculated the temperature T and fluid velocity v as functions of radius
when the fluid velocity is close to the speed of light. The general formulation of Paczynski’s
work corresponds to the model that is described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the model with
perfect relativistic fluid. However, the model in this thesis is not restricted to the fluid
velocity being close to the speed of light. Kapusta [6] analyzed the properties of a black hole
when the black hole loses its mass due to Hawking radiation by solving relativistic viscous
fluid equations with the assumption that there are sufficient interactions between emitted
particles. He found the lower limit for the strength of viscosities by requiring local thermal
equilibrium of the gas.
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Thermal sources that are hot enough for photospheres to form around them due to
self-interaction of the emitted particles, however, have not yet been observed, but compact
objects could become hot enough to have photospheres.
Compact objects are formed when normal stars use up their nuclear fuel. There are three
species of compact objects; white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes. While normal stars
are prevented from collapsing due to their own gravity by burning nuclear fuel, white dwarfs
and neutron stars support themselves by degeneracy of their constituents, and black holes
do not have any support. White dwarfs are supported by degenerate electrons and neutron
stars are supported by degenerate neutrons. When no outward force is strong enough to
support the gravitational collapse, a compact object collapses completely and becomes a
black hole [7].
Among the three species of compact objects, newly formed neutron starts and black holes
are the ones that may become hot enough for emitted particles to self-interact strongly.
The masses of black holes produced in collapse of stellar objects are on the order of at
least solar masses M ∼ M¯, where M¯ is the mass of the Sun, so the Hawking radiation
temperature would be at most 10−17 MeV (10−6 K). This temperature is so low compared
to the temperature of the cosmic microwave background of the universe (T ∼ 2.7 K) that
the Hawking radiation is negligible. Since black hole temperature is inversely proportional
to its mass, the black holes that can produce strongly interacting radiation in nature are
small ones, such as the primordial black holes (PBHs) produced during the early stages of
the Big Bang.
Primordial black holes are thought to be formed by fluctuations in the density of matter
in the early universe [8]. PBHs have not been observed yet, but an observational limit on
the mass of these black holes have been estimated [9]. Since the Hawking radiation rate goes
up with decreasing mass, black holes that started with small masses would have evaporated
completely by today. On the other hand, if the initial mass of a black hole is too large,
then it would not be radiating much even today for its radiation to be observable. PBHs of
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mass ∼ 5 × 10−19M¯ and less at the early stages of the Big Bang would have evaporated
by now [2], and radiation from PBHs of mass ∼ 10−6M¯ would be so small that it would
be dwarfed by other sources of radiation (such as the cosmic background as mentioned
before) [11]. Therefore, the (initial) mass range of observable primordial black holes is about
5×10−19M¯ to 10−17M¯ (with temperatures around 10 - 100 MeV). The upper limit for the
number density of PBHs in this range in the universe was estimated by Page and Hawking
[12] by computing the gamma-ray emission rate based on observational data by Fichtel [13].
They concluded that the upper limit for the number density of PBHs is ∼ 104 pc−3 (pc –
parsec ≈ 3.26 light years). This indicates that the gamma-ray flux at 1013 m from the source
would be 10−9 photons cm−2 s−1, which is unobservable [10].
Another way to find small (hence hot) black holes is to create them inside a laboratory.
The possibility of creating artificial black holes comes from models such as that by Arkani-
Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [14] and by Banks and Fischler [15], which suggest that the
Planck mass, of order 1019 GeV, could in fact be ∼ 1 TeV if extra dimensions exist. Were
this the case, CERN would be able to make artificial black holes with masses on the order
of TeV in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [16]. In particular, proton-proton collisions [17]
and heavy ion collisions [18] are considered to be the ways that could produce artificial black
holes.
As a black hole loses mass and evaporates through the Hawking radiation process (first
showed by Hawking [19] [20]), the temperature and the rate of particle emission increase.
The temperature of a black hole may increase high enough for emitted particles to interact
strongly and form a photosphere. A photosphere starts to form above T ∼ 0.1 MeV (109K
– a black hole of this temperature would have its mass M ∼ 10−16M¯) due to electron-
positron pair emission and production. Hadrons would start being emitted around T ∼ 10
MeV (black hole mass M ∼ 10−18M¯), and above the deconfinement temperature T ∼ 170
MeV [21] (black hole massM ∼ 10−19M¯), the quarks and gluons can be emitted and would
form a QGP.
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It is important to note that in Hawking radiation for high-temperature black holes, the
wavelength of the photons that are emitted is of the same order of the size of the black
hole itself. However, the Stephan-Boltzmann law assumes that the thermal source is much
larger than the wavelength of the emitted photons. Modeling a strongly interacting radiation
emitted from a source whose size is comparable to the wavelength of the radiation is a difficult
problem to deal with and it is beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus, as a first step, we treat
the simplified problem of particles being emitted as if they escape from a thermal source
much larger than their wavelengths.
After this introduction, properties of a steady-state perfect fluid around a static and
spherically symmetric thermal source are presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the Boltz-
mann equation (introduced in Chapter 3) is numerically solved to understand the self-
interacting fluid when it freezes out. We use the relaxation time model for the collision
term.
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Chapter 2
Hydrodynamic Fluid around a
Thermal Source
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses a photosphere model, where interactions between particles are strong
enough that the gas can be accurately modeled by hydrodynamics. The probability that
a radiated particle experiences a collision would first increase in time after the particle is
emitted from a black hole, and would start decreasing after some time. A plot of collision
probability vs. time for one particle would have a curve similar to the Poisson distribution
P (t) = (t/τ)e−t/τ , where t is the time upon emission and τ is the average time between
collisions for all particles. Since the probability for a collision is low for small t (hence
for small radial distance from the surface of the thermal source), until the location (radius
r = r0) where the probability of collisions becomes large enough (for example, at r = cτ ,
where c is the speed of light, in the Poisson distribution), the fluid of emitted particles
must be modeled with a low-collision model. We approximate this region by assuming
that particles are free-streaming. As radius increases, the collision probability increases.
We assume that the interaction of the gas beyond r0 is strong enough to be in its local
equilibrium–the gas can be described by hydrodynamics. Beyond this region, the gas starts
to interact less frequently outside of that region due to the increase of the mean free path,
and eventually freezes out. This process is discussed in Chapter 3.
7
Figure 2.1: Four different regions, outside of a thermal source (indicated by a black circle).
In the first region, particles free-stream during the time before until the first collision occurs.
In the second region, particles self-interact strong enough that the gas is accurately described
by hydrodynamics. The third region is where interactions between particles get weaker and
weaker. Particles free-stream here again, now due to a large mean free path of particles in
gas. The second and third regions are parts of a photosphere, discussed in this thesis. Sizes
of regions are not to scale.
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2.2 Hydrodynamics and Thermodynamics in Flat
Spacetime
We start with a hydrodynamic description of radiating photons around a spherically symmet-
ric thermal source, using special relativity, for this is the first step to eventually understand
a strongly interacting gas around a spherically symmetric thermal source with a strong
gravitational field. Throughout the following calculations, we use c = 1.
The motion of a simple perfect fluid is governed by the laws of thermodynamics and the
local law of energy-momentum conservation, which can be written as
T µν,ν = 0, (2.1)
where T µν is the stress-energy tensor of the fluid, and for a general scalar A, A,ν ≡ ∂νA = ∇A
and for general vector V , V ν,ν ≡ ∂νV ν = ∇ · ~V .
For a perfect fluid, the stress-energy tensor T µν is
T µνPF = (ρ+ p)u
µuν + pgµν , (2.2)
where ρ is the total mass-energy density in the rest frame of the fluid, p is the isotropic
pressure in the rest frame of the fluid, uµ = γ(1, ~v) is the four velocity of the fluid, and gµν
is the metric of the flat spacetime. The convention of the flat space metric in this thesis is

−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

. (2.3)
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In the rest frame of the fluid, the stress-energy tensor (2.2) is
T µνPF =

ρ 0 0 0
0 p 0 0
0 0 p 0
0 0 0 p

. (2.4)
By gµν,ν = 0, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) become
((ρ+ p)uµuν),ν + p,νg
µν = 0. (2.5)
The first law of thermodynamics
TdS = dE + pdV −Ndµ (2.6)
implies that
ρ+ p− nµ = Ts, (2.7)
where T is the temperature of the fluid and s is the entropy of the fluid per volume, n is the
number density, and µ is the chemical potential. Since number of photons is not conserved,
µ = 0. Therefore,
ρ+ p = Ts. (2.8)
Thus, using the differential form of Eq. (2.8) and the first law of thermodynamics in terms
of densities with µ = 0
Tds = dρ, (2.9)
we find
dp = sdT. (2.10)
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Hence, Eq. (2.5) is
(Tsuµuν),ν + sg
µνT,ν = 0. (2.11)
Multiplying the above equation by uµ and using uµu
µ = −1,
−(Tsuν),ν + suνT,ν = 0, (2.12)
which can be rewritten as
(suν),ν = 0, (2.13)
for general T . The entropy-flux vector is suν ; this equation says that entropy is conserved.
Since the fluid is assumed to be a perfect fluid, this result is expected.
Equation (2.1) gives a vector equation as well. One can multiply Eq. (2.1) by (gσµ+u
σuµ)
to obtain
(gσµ + u
σuµ)T
µν
,ν = 0, (2.14)
which can be rewritten as
(ρ+ p)uνuσ,ν = −(gσν + uσuν)p,ν , (2.15)
to yield the equation of motion of the fluid; the three components of this vector equation
and the equation of the entropy conservation (2.13) make a complete set of equations that
are needed to compute properties of a relativistic photon fluid, such as temperature and
four-velocity. Note that the spatial components of Eq. (2.15) become the Euler equation of
hydrodynamics in the non-relativistic limit (p << ρ and ui ≈ vi).
However, instead of the Eq. (2.15), we use another form of Eq. (2.11), which we modify
using Eq. (2.13);
uν(Tuµ),ν + g
µνT,ν = 0. (2.16)
This equation does not have as clear an interpretation as Eq. (2.13) or (2.15), but is more
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useful due to its mathematical simplicity.
For a spherically symmetric gas in a steady state, Eq. (2.13) becomes
d
dr
(r2sur) = 0, (2.17)
and the zeroth component of Eq. (2.16) is
d
dr
(Tu0) = 0. (2.18)
For photons (with two helicity states),
ρ = 2
∫
f
d3p
(2pi)3
=
pi2
15
T 4, (2.19)
s =
dp
dT
=
1
3
dρ
dT
=
4pi2
45
T 3. (2.20)
Hence, with u0 = γ = 1/
√
1− v2 and ur = vγ, Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) can be rewritten as
T (r)γ(r) = A (2.21)
r2T (r)3v(r)γ = B, (2.22)
where A and B are constants. Hence, removing T from Eq. (2.22) with Eqs. (2.21), we
obtain
r2 =
B
A3
1
v(1− v2) . (2.23)
On the other hand, removing v from Eq. (2.22) with Eqs. (2.21), we obtain
r2 = B
1
T 2
√
A2 − T 2 . (2.24)
The constants A and B can be related to the luminosity (energy released per time) and
surface temperature of the thermal source by the following: The energy flux of a thermal
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source is given by the r0 component of the stress-energy tensor
T r0PF = (ρ+ p)u
0ur =
4pi2
45
T 4γ2v. (2.25)
Since luminosity is the total energy release per time,
L = 4pir2T r0PF =
16pi3
45
T 4r2γ2v. (2.26)
Using Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22), we find
L =
16pi3
45
AB. (2.27)
The constant A in Eq. (2.30) has units of temperature, and it must depend on properties of
the thermal source. If temperature, luminosity and the size of the thermal source are known,
the constant A can be computed from Eqs. (2.21), (2.22) and (2.27) at the surface of the
thermal source. When B and γ are eliminated from the Eqs. (2.21), (2.22) and (2.27), we
find
A =
Ts√
2
1 +
√√√√1 + ( 3L
2LSB
)2
1/2
, (2.28)
where LSB = pi
3R2T 4s /15c
2h¯3 is the luminosity in Stefan-Boltzmann law, Ts is the surface
temperature of the thermal source, R is the radius of the thermal source and kB is set to
unity.
For example, for the Sun, T ≈ 5800 K, L ≈ 3.8 × 1026 W, and r ≈ 6.9 × 108 m, which
makes A ≈ 0.5 eV. This constant A depends on the properties of the star, so it has to be
computed through a model of a star.
Using Eq. (2.27), we write Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) in terms of L and A as
r2 =
45L
16pi3A4
1
v(1− v2) , (2.29)
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r2 =
45L
16pi3A
1
T 2
√
A2 − T 2 . (2.30)
Figure 2.2 shows T and v as functions of r.
In the case of v ≈ c, from Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) with v ≈ 1 (we set c = 1), we find
T =
α
r
(2.31)
γ = βr, (2.32)
where α and β are related to A and B in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) by
α =
B
A
(2.33)
β =
A2
B
. (2.34)
Equations (2.31) and (2.32) agree with Paczynski’s results
1/
√
1− v2/c2 ≡ γ = r
r0
(2.35)
T = T0
r0
r
, (2.36)
where r0 and T0 are constants. Since γ > 1 for all v, r > r0 must be true for all v, which
means T < T0 for all r.
Mathematically, there are two possible solutions: one in which T decreases and v in-
creases with r, and one in which T increases and v decreases with r. In the latter case,
the temperature of the gas increases farther from the star and the radial speed of the fluid
decreases. At very large r, v approaches zero and T approaches A. The natural solution is
the former one, where T approaches zero (∼ 1/T 4) and v approaches c (speed of light), for
temperature decreases radially. The stability of the two branches is an open question.
In Fig. 2.2, the temperature that separates the branches of the solution is determined
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Figure 2.2: Plots of T(r) and v(r) of a spherically symmetric relativistic perfect fluid photon
gas. The upper solution for T corresponds to the lower solution for v, and vice versa. The
natural solution is the one where T decreases and v increases outward. The point at which
the two solution branches meet is T =
√
2/3 A, v = 1/
√
3, the sound speed of an ideal
relativistic fluid.
by
dr
dT
= 0, (2.37)
which occurs at
T =
√
2/3A, v = 1/
√
3, (2.38)
corresponding to the sound speed. The velocity in the upper branch is supersonic.
This perfect fluid model provides a starting point that includes most significant terms in
temperature and fluid velocity. In the subsequent sections, we will compute corrections to
this model.
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2.3 Viscous Relativistic Fluid with Constant η/s
If the temperature of a thermal source is greater than ∼ 170 MeV, quarks and gluons will be
emitted and form a QGP, which has viscosity [22]. Using a string theory methods, Kovtun et
al. calculated the lower bound of a ratio of shear viscosity of a very strongly interacting fluid
to its entropy density to be h¯/4pikB [23]. The shear viscosity of a strongly interacting QCD
fluid was measured at RHIC to be proportional to its entropy density s; η/s ∼ 0.4h¯/kB
[22]. Hence, the problem of a strongly interacting fluid with its shear viscosity η being
proportional to the entropy density s is relevant. In this section, a theory of a relativistic
fluid with viscosity with a constant η/s is discussed.
With viscosity, the stress-energy tensor is
T µν = T µνPF + τ
µν , (2.39)
where T µνPF is the perfect fluid stress-energy tensor, as defined in 2.2 and τ
µν is the part of
the stress-energy tensor that is added due to viscosity, which is given by
τµν = −η(∂νuµ + ∂µuν + uνul∂luµ + uµul∂luν)− (ζ − 2
3
η)∂lu
l(gµν + uµuν) (2.40)
[24], where η is the shear viscosity constant and ζ is the bulk viscosity constant. Since
∂µT
µν = 0,
∂µT
µν
PF + ∂µτ
µν = 0. (2.41)
First, we multiply uν on both sides of the above equation to find,
uν∂µT
µν
PF + uν∂µτ
µν = 0. (2.42)
As in Eq. (2.11),
uν∂µT
µν
PF = uν∂µ(Tsu
µuν) + uν∂
νp. (2.43)
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From the thermodynamics, sdT = dp. Hence, with uµu
µ = −1,
uν∂µT
µν
PF = −∂ν(Tsuν) + uνs∂νT
= −uνs∂νT − T∂ν(suν) + uνs∂νT
= −T∂ν(suν). (2.44)
Therefore, (2.42) can be written as
−T∂ν(suν) + uν∂µτµν = 0, (2.45)
hence
∂µ(su
µ) =
uν∂µτ
µν
T
. (2.46)
Following Landau [24], we assume that there is no dissipative process due to viscosity in the
local Lorentz frame of the fluid; in the frame where ur = 0, τ00 and τr0 are zero. This means
that τµνuν = 0 in the local Lorentz frame of the fluid, and since it is a tensor equation,
τµνuν = 0 (2.47)
is true in all frames. The numerator of the right side of Eq. (2.46) with Eq. (2.47) is
uν∂µτ
µν = ∂µ(τ
µνuν)− τµν∂µuν = −τµν∂µuν , (2.48)
and using Eq. (2.40), we find
τµν∂µuν = −1
2
η(∂µuν + ∂νuµ)2 − (ζ − 2
3
η)(∂lu
l)2. (2.49)
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Hence, (2.46) becomes
∂µ(su
µ) =
1
T
[
1
2
η(∂µuν + ∂νuµ)2 + (ζ − 2
3
η)(∂lu
l)2
]
. (2.50)
Second, go back to Eq. (2.41) and take ν = 0;
∂µT
µ0
PF + ∂µτ
µ0 = 0. (2.51)
This gives
∂µ(su
µ)Tu0 + suµ∂µ(Tu
0) = −∂µτµ0. (2.52)
In order to compute properties of a viscous relativistic fluid, Eqs. (2.50) and (2.52) need to
be solved.
In the case of an ultra-relativistic photon fluid with spherical symmetry, Eqs. (2.50) and
(2.52) can be written as
1
r2
d
dr
(r2sur) = 2η
(dur
dr
)2
+
1
3
(
1
r2
d
dr
(r2ur)
)2 (2.53)
d
dr
(Tu0) = − 1
sur
[
2
r2
d
dr
(
ηuru0
(
dur
dr
+
1
3r2
d(r2ur)
dr
))
+
1
r2
d(r2sur)
dr
Tu0
]
. (2.54)
Equations (2.53) and (2.54) do not give closed-form expressions for T and ur. Therefore,
we assume that the change due to viscosity from the solutions of relativistic photon fluid is
small enough that only the first order change in η/s is significant, and also assume that the
fluid velocity is close to the speed of light (v ≈ c, which means γ = 1/
√
1− v2/c2 = u0 ≈ ur).
In order to find the solution in the case described above, we first use the zeroth order
solution (η = ζ = 0), given by Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32) in the right side of Eqs. (2.53) and
(2.54). Since η ∼ s, we write η = Cviscs, where Cvisc is a constant, Eqs. (2.53) and (2.54)
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become
d
dr
(r2T 3γ) = 8Cviscβ
2α2 (2.55)
d
dr
(Tγ) = −8Cviscβ2. (2.56)
Therefore,
r2T 3γ = B + 8Cviscβ
2α2r (2.57)
Tγ = A− 8Cviscβ2r, (2.58)
where the constants A and B are the same in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22). To first order in
η/s = Cvisc, the above two equations yield the solution
T =
B
rA
[
1 + 4β2rCvisc
(
α2
B
+
1
A
)]
=
B
rA
[
1 + 4rCvisc
A2
B2
(A+B)
]
(2.59)
γ =
rA2
B
[
1− 4β2rCvisc
(
α2
B
+
3
A
)]
=
rA2
B
[
1− 4rCviscA
2
B2
(A+B)
]
. (2.60)
The result indicates that viscosity increases the temperature and decreases the fluid veloc-
ity. This is expected since compared to the original relativistic perfect fluid, the viscous
relativistic fluid is harder to move, so the fluid velocity with viscosity is lower than that of
perfect fluid. In order for Tγ to be almost unchanged in r (it is unchanged with the original
relativistic fluid), as Eq. (2.58) indicates, temperature has to decrease due to viscosity, since
the fluid velocity increases.
Equations (2.50) and (2.52) are numerically solved for v not restricted to ∼ c, and the
results with various values of Cvisc are presented in Figs. 2.3, 2.4.
Our result indicates that the correction to the perfect fluid model due to viscosity is
small (∼ 3 % at r/R ∼ 28) if the viscosity is in the regime of Ref. [22]; η/s ∼ 0.4h¯/kB.
The fact that the change is small is expected because the viscosity itself is assumed to be
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Figure 2.3: Ratio of temperature T and the constant A (measure of the surface temperature
of the thermal source) of a viscous fluid with constant η/s as a function of radial distance.
From the bottom, the lines show the results with hydrodynamics (η/s = 0), η/s = 0.5,
η/s = 1, and η/s = 2.
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Figure 2.4: Fluid velocity v/c of a viscous fluid with constant η/s as a function of radial
distance. From the top, the lines show the results with hydrodynamics (η/s = 0), η/s = 0.5,
η/s = 1, and η/s = 2.
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small. However, this small correction to the perfect fluid model due to viscosity increases
the accuracy of the model.
2.4 Hydrodynamics and Thermodynamics Near a
Thermal Source with Large Gravitational Effect
In this section, we discuss a perfect fluid model of a gas surrounding a spherical thermal
source with large gravitational effect. We do not discuss viscosity here because the effect
due to viscosity that we found in the previous section is small but including viscosity greatly
complicates the calculations for the model.
If the inner free-streaming region outside a thermal source is small enough, it may be
important to consider general relativistic effects in the hydrodynamic region. In this sec-
tion, we find that the effect is small, but we also find that this effect alters the black hole
temperature from the well-known Hawking temperature by a small amount. As explained in
the introduction, the size of a black hole and the size of the wavelength of emitted particles
are of the same order for black holes whose temperature is ∼ 100 MeV. However, in this
section, we assume that particles are emitted form a thermal source as if the source is much
larger than the wavelengths of emitted particles. Therefore, the hydrodynamic model of a
gas described previously in this thesis needs to be modified to include general relativity. In
this section, we discuss the hydrodynamic model with general relativity.
2.4.1 Covariant derivative
In strong gravitational fields, derivatives need to be taken with the curvature of spacetime.
In short, one has to compute the change in the basis vectors due to the curvature of the
spacetime, as is done in regular spherical and cylindrical coordinate systems.
Because of the change in the unit vectors of the coordinates due to the curvature of the
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spacetime, derivatives, e.g. of tensors Tαβ and Tαβ, are given by
Tαβ;γ = T
αβ
,γ + Γ
α
µγT
µβ + ΓβµγT
αµ, (2.61)
Tαβ;γ = Tαβ,γ − ΓµαγTµβ − ΓµβγTαµ, (2.62)
where the Christoffel symbol Γµβγ is
Γµβγ =
1
2
gµα(gαβ,γ + gαγ,β − gγβ,α), (2.63)
and ; denotes the covariant derivative. With Eqs. (2.61) to (2.63), the hydrodynamic
equations in curved spacetime can be written. The only change from the flat spacetime case
described in the last section is that the derivative needs to be covariant
(, → ;). The conservation of energy and momentum is now
T µν;ν = 0. (2.64)
Equations (2.13) and (2.16) are then modified as
(suν);ν = 0, (2.65)
uν(Tuµ);ν + g
µνT;ν = 0. (2.66)
In addition to the hydrodynamic equations, the Einstein equations must be solved in
order to compute the metric from the stress-energy tensor. The Einstein equation is
Gµν =
8piG
c4
T µν , (2.67)
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where T µν is the stress energy tensor and Gµν is the Einstein tensor
Gγβ = −
1
4
δγρσβµνR
µν
ρσ , (2.68)
where δγρσβµν = 1 if γρσ is an even permutation of βµν, δ
γρσ
βµν = −1 if it is an odd permutation,
and δγρσβµν = 0 otherwise [25]. The components of the Riemann tensor R
µν
ρσ = g
νδRµδρσ can be
computed from
Rµδρσ = Γ
µ
δσ,ρ − Γµδρ,σ + ΓµαρΓαδσ − ΓµασΓαδρ, (2.69)
where Γαβγ are the connection coefficients (2.63).
2.4.2 Einstein tensor around a static, uncharged, and spherically
symmetric thermal source surrounded by a steady-state
radiation flow
In order to describe the spacetime metric around a thermal source with strong gravitational
effect, we need to solve both local energy-momentum conservation equation and the Einstein
equations
T µν;ν = 0 (2.70)
Gαβ = 8piT αβ, (2.71)
where c and G are set to unity. Therefore, we need to compute Einstein tensor Gαβ.
Consider a system where radiation in steady state moves radially outward from a spher-
ically symmetric thermal source. The spacetime metric around such a thermal source is
ds2 = g00dt
2 + 2g0rdtdr + grrdr
2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). (2.72)
Due to time reversal, the component gr0 would be zero if the system is static. However,
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gr0 cannot be discarded in the current case because we are in stationary state, where fluid
constantly moves outward. In the presence of a nonzero gr0, the relations between metric
components with upper indices and lower indices are
g00 =
grr
grrg00 − g2r0
(2.73)
grr =
g00
grrg00 − g2r0
(2.74)
gr0 = − gr0
grrg00 − g2r0
. (2.75)
Since we need the 00, 0r, and rr components of the Einstein equation, the following
components of the Einstein tensor are needed:
G00 = g00G00 + g
r0G0r (2.76)
G0r = g00Gr0 + g
0rGrr (2.77)
Grr = gr0Gr0 + g
rrGrr. (2.78)
Therefore, we first need to compute the following
G00 = −(Rrθrθ +Rθφθφ +Rφrφr) (2.79)
Grr = −(R0θ0θ +R0φ0φ +Rθφθφ) (2.80)
G0r = R
0θ
rθ +R
0φ
rφ. (2.81)
The nonzero connection coefficients that are needed for computing the above are
Γ00r = Γ0r0 = −Γr00, = g00,r
2
,
Γ0rr = g0r,r,
Γrrr =
grr,r
2
,
Γθθr = Γθrθ = −Γrθθ = gθθ,r
2
,
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Γφφr = Γφrφ = −Γrφφ = gφφ,r
2
,
Γφφθ = Γφθφ = −Γθφφ = gφφ,θ
2
. (2.82)
Using (2.73) - (2.75), (2.69), and (2.82), we find
G00 =
2
r
[
grr
D
(
g00
D
)
,r
− gr0
D
(
gr0
D
)
,r
+
g00grr,r
2D2
]
− grr
Dr2
(
1− g00
D
)
, (2.83)
G0r = −gr0g00,r
D2r
+
gr0
Dr2
(
1− g00
D
)
, (2.84)
Grr =
1
r
g00
D2
g00,r − 1
r2
g00
D
(
1− g00
D
)
, (2.85)
where D = g00grr − g2r0. These three components of the Einstein tensor for the Einstein
equations are combined with the hydrodynamic equations in the following section to compute
the temperature and fluid velocity profiles, as well as the spacetime metric components.
2.4.3 Solution to the energy-momentum conservation and
Einstein equations
As in Eqs. (2.65) and (2.66), the local law of energy and momentum can be written as
(suν);ν = 0
uν(Tuµ);ν + g
µνT;ν = 0.
Using the connection coefficients (2.82) and the fact that s ∼ T 3 for photons, the above two
equations become
d
dr
(T 3r2u
√
1 + g2) = 0 (2.86)
u
d
dr
(Tu)− T
2
1
1 + g2
dg00
dr
− g00
1 + g2
dT
dr
+ Tu2
g
1 + g2r0
dg
dr
= 0, (2.87)
where u ≡ ur, g ≡ gr0, and µ = r is chosen for the second equation.
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The Einstein equations that we need to solve are 00, r0, and rr components; G00 = 8piT 00,
Gr0 = 8piT r0, and Grr = 8piT rr need to be solved as well. As a first step, we consider the
case where g00 and grr are unchanged from the Schwarzschild metric. Such a case requires
the curvature due to the thermal source itself to be much larger than the curvature due
to the surrounding fluid, where its quantitative description is as follows. When computing
metric components with Einstein equations, we write
G00 = 8piT00 = 8piρ. (2.88)
Since we have a thermal source and a surrounding radiation, ρ = ρBH + ρrad, where ρBH
is the energy density of the black hole itself and ρrad is the energy density of the radiation.
Hence, ∫
r2G00dr = 2 ·
∫
4pir2(ρBH + ρrad)dr = 2M + 8pi
∫
r2ρraddr, (2.89)
where M is the mass of the thermal source. In order for the effect on the metric due to the
thermal source itself to be dominant, we need the first term in (2.89) to be much larger than
the second term;
2M >> 8pi
∫
r2ρraddr, (2.90)
or
M >>
∫
d3rρrad. (2.91)
With the estimate ρrad ∼ T 4 and Hawking temperature T ∼ 1/M , the above condition
becomes
M >> Mpl, (2.92)
where Mpl is the Planck mass, which is ≈ 2× 10−5 gms. In order for the curvature of space
due to radiation to be comparable to the curvature due to the thermal source itself, mass
of the thermal source needs to be as small as the Planck mass. Physics at such small scale
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would require quantum theory, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.
With the assumption that the condition (2.91) is met, there is only one unknown in the
metric gr0. Therefore, we need to use only one out of three Einstein equations; we choose
r0 component, since that is the equation that becomes relevant due to the nonzero gr0. The
Einstein equation Gr0 = 8piT r0 is given by
− 1
r2
g3
(1 + g2)2
=
8pi3
45
T 4
(
4u0u+
g
1 + g2
)
. (2.93)
Equations (2.86) and (2.87) can be integrated to give the algebraic equations
T 3ur2
√
1 + g2 = K (2.94)
1
(Tr)4
− T
2g00
K2
= C, (2.95)
where K and C are integration constants. These two equations and Eq. (2.93) must be
solved in order to find T (r), u(r), and gr0(r).
The constants K and C can be obtained by comparing Eq. (2.95) with the special
relativistic result, Eq. (2.30), which is
(
T
A
)2
+
3
16A4r2
L
LSB
− 1 = 0. (2.96)
We write Eq. (2.30) in a form similar to Eq. (2.95) as
1
(Tr)4
+
16pi3A2
45L
T 2 =
16pi3A4
45L
. (2.97)
In special relativistic limit
g00 → −1
grr → 1
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g = gr0 → 0 (2.98)
Eq. (2.95) is given by
1
(Tr)4
− T
2
K2
= C. (2.99)
Comparing Eqs. (2.97) and (2.99), we find
K =
1
A
(
45L∞
16pi3C
)1/2
=
45L∞
16pi3A3
, C =
16pi3A4
45L∞
, (2.100)
where L∞ is the luminosity at infinity. Just as in the case of special relativity, the constant
A has to be computed through the properties of the thermal source itself.
The temperature T (r), metric component gr0(r), and radial velocity of the fluid v(r),
computed from Eqs. (2.93), (2.94), and (2.95) are plotted in Fig. 2.5. As r grows, the
temperature decreases, ur increases, and gr0 approaches zero.
In the vicinity of the thermal source (r ≈ 2MG/c2) where g00 → 0, Eq. (2.95) becomes
1
(Tr)4
≈ C, (2.101)
so that
T =
C−1/4
r
. (2.102)
In order to compute g = gr0, we substitute Eq. (2.94) into Eq. (2.93);
− 8pi
3
45T 4r2
g3
(1 + g2)2
=
(
4a
K
T 3r2
√
1 + g2
+
g
1 + g2
)
, (2.103)
where a = u0, which is of order unity. For all g, g3/(1+ g2)2 is the same order as g/(1+ g2).
Since T 4r2 ∼ (Mpl/MBH)2 << 1 due to Eq. (2.91),
∣∣∣∣∣ 8pi345T 4r2 g
3
(1 + g2)2
∣∣∣∣∣ >>
∣∣∣∣∣ g1 + g2
∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.104)
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: Plots of a) ratio of temperature and A(measure of the surface temperature of
the thermal source) T (r)/A, b) metric component gr0(r), and c) radial component of three-
velocity v/c for a relativistic perfect fluid of photons in a strong gravitational field. Size of
the thermal source is indicated by R.
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Hence, the second term in the right side of Eq. (2.103) can be ignored. Thus, we can write
Eq. (2.103) with Eq. (2.104) as
g2
1 + g2
=
(
32pi3aKT
45
)2/3
. (2.105)
From Eq. (2.94) with T ∼ Mpl/M and r ∼ M/Mpl, we find that K ∼ Mpl/M . Therefore,
KT ∼ (Mpl/M)2, which means
(
32pi3aKT
45
)2/3
∼ (Mpl/M)4/3 << 1. (2.106)
Hence,
g ≈ −
(
32pi3aK
45C1/4r
)1/3
∼ (Mpl/M)2/3. (2.107)
Thus, using Eq. (2.94), we find
u = ur ≈ KrC3/4. (2.108)
The solutions to the Einstein equations and energy-momentum conservation of a perfect
fluid gas in the vicinity of the event horizon are given by Eqs. (2.102), (2.107) and (2.108).
The temperature of the gas is ∼ 1/r, the r component of the fluid velocity is ∼ r, and the
r0 component of the metric is ∼ 1/r1/3.
Far from the thermal source (where temperature is small enough that T 6r4/K2 << 1
holds), the second term of Eq. (2.95) becomes negligible and Eq. (2.95) in that limit is
1
(Tr)4
= C. (2.109)
Thus,
T =
C−1/4
r
, (2.110)
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which happens to be the same as the result close to the event horizon. Equation (2.93) is
− g
3
(1 + g2)2
=
8pi3
45
T 4r2
(
4u0u+
g
1 + g2
)
=
8pi3
45
C
r2
(
4u0u+
g
1 + g2
)
, (2.111)
and its right side approaches zero for large r, which means g = 0. From Eq. (2.94) with
g = 0,
T 3r2u = K, (2.112)
the fluid velocity u = ur ∼ r. Equations (2.110) and (2.112) agree with the case of special
relativistic fluid for large r (large v), where its results are given by Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32).
Assuming that a radially-moving perfect fluid exists right outside the event horizon of
a black hole and that g00 and grr metric components stay the same as in Schwarzschild
metric, we find that gr0 acquires a nonzero value as r approaches the event horizon of the
black hole. This indicates that the presence of dense radiation around a black hole does
change the metric. However, since gr0 ∼ (Mpl/M)2/3 ∼ 10−13 << 1, as long as the size
of the black hole is such that M >> Mpl, the change in metric due to the surrounding
radiation is small compared to unity. Since the correction to the relativistic perfect fluid
model due to general relativity is even smaller than that of viscosity near hadronization
where η ∼ 0.5sh¯/kB (the ratio of the difference to the original is ∼ 0.05 for viscosity and
∼, 10−13 for general relativity), adding viscosity to the model increases the accuracy of the
model more than adding general relativistic effects. However, modeling a strongly self-
interacting fluid around a spherical thermal source as a perfect fluid with general relativity
can be treated with more general assumptions, which would improve the current model. The
local law of energy-momentum conservation and the Einstein Equations can also be solved
without assuming explicit expressions for g00 and grr, so that the calculation is not limited
to the case where M >> Mpl. Such calculation would be useful in understanding artificial
black holes whose masses are estimated to be in the order of the Planck mass.
Lastly, even though considering general relativistic effects of a strongly self-interacting
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gas around a spherically symmetric thermal source is found not to make as big of a change
to the original special relativistic fluid model, the change in the curvature, qualitatively
described by the change in the r0 component of the spacetime metric, allows us to compute
a correction to the Hawking Radiation temperature, which we will discuss in detail in the
next section.
2.5 Change in Hawking Temperature due to a
Photosphere
Figure 2.5 shows that presence of dense radiation can alter the spacetime metric. This
change, in turn, causes the black hole temperature to differ from the well-known expression
T = h¯c3/8piGMkB, whereM is the mass of the black hole. Due to presence of dense radiation
around a black hole, the metric component gr0 approaches infinity close to the event horizon
of the black hole.
2.5.1 Hawking radiation temperature
In order to understand the change in the Hawking temperature due to surrounding radiation,
we first discuss the Hawking radiation temperature of a black hole without the effects of dense
surrounding radiation, mainly following [26].
Vacuum fluctuations produce particles and antiparticles. Those particle and antiparticle
pairs soon annihilate (both particle and antiparticle would have positive energies, but the
vacuum has zero energy). However, if such a pair is created near the event horizon of a
black hole such that one particle (or antiparticle) is inside the event horizon and the other
is outside the event horizon, then the one inside can have a negative energy and the one
outside can have a positive energy. Since the energy can be conserved with one member
of the pair having a negative energy, the pair does not necessary annihilate. The particle
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(or antiparticle) inside the event horizon falls into the black hole, and the black hole loses
energy; in the case of a static black hole, mass. The particle or antiparticle outside the event
horizon travels outward to infinity as radiation. This is the process of Hawking radiation.
To understand this process more quantitatively, consider an uncharged and non-rotating
Schwarzschild black hole. The geometry outside of such a black hole of mass M is described
by a line element (with c = G = 1)
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (2.113)
This metric is time-independent. Therefore, the energy E of an emitted particle that has a
four-momentum pµ, which is given by
E = −uµpµ, (2.114)
where uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), must be conserved, a condition analogous to energy conservation in
flat spacetime.
If the four momentum of the particle is pµp and that of the antiparticle is p
µ
a , then the
conservation of the above quantity can be written as
uµp
µ
p + uµp
µ
a = 0. (2.115)
Therefore, (
1− 2M
rp
)
p0p +
(
1− 2M
ra
)
p0a = 0, (2.116)
where rp is the position of the particle, and ra is the position of the antiparticle. If either
rp and ra is less than 2M and the other is larger than 2M , then the condition (2.116) can
be satisfied. Therefore, when the particle-antiparticle pair has one member inside the event
horizon and the other outside, the pair does not have to annihilate. The particle (or the
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antiparticle) inside the event horizon moves toward r = 0, and the other can propagate out
to infinity, which would be observed (in the future) as Hawking radiation from the black
hole.
The famous formula that relates the Hawking radiation temperature and the mass of an
uncharged and non-rotating black hole is
T =
h¯c3
8piGM
. (2.117)
2.6 Derivation of Hawking Radiation Formula with
Kruskal Coordinate System
Besides the original method by Hawking to derive this formula, Hartle and Hawking [27]
showed another way to derive the same formula, making use of the periodicity of Kruskal co-
ordinate system in imaginary time, making an immediate connection with finite temperature
mean field theory. We review Hartle and Hawking’s derivation in this section.
The Kruskal coordinates, explained in the appendix
U =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U > 0, V > 0)
U = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U < 0, V > 0)
U = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U > 0, V < 0)
U = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U < 0, V < 0),
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(2.118)
are periodic in imaginary time. One can see that t → t + 8piMni (n is an integer) keeps U
and V unchanged. In addition, it can be seen that t → t − 4piMi makes points in region I
go to region III, and vice versa, and the points in region II go to region IV and vice versa.
It is this periodicity in imaginary time that Hartle and Hawking used to derive the Hawking
radiation formula.
In order to understand the Hawking radiation process where a particle and an antiparticle
are produced near the event horizon and one of them goes inside the black hole and the other
outside the black hole, consider this process as a particle being emitted inside of the event
horizon of a black hole (say point x′, where x′ is a four vector) and measured by a distant
observer (say point x) outside the black hole with the particle’s energy being E (see Fig.
2.6). Such a real stationary path does not exist because no particles can escape from inside
of an event horizon of a black hole. However, if the coordinates where the particle is emitted
are shifted to complex values, then paths can be found.
If the propagator (the probability amplitude for a particle to move from one location
to another) around a black hole is K(x, x′), then the amplitude for this process must be
proportional to
AE(~R, ~R
′) =
∫ ∞
−∞
eiEtK(t, ~R; t′, ~R′), (2.119)
where t′ and ~R′ are the time and position of the emission of the particle (very close to
r = 2Mc2), and t and ~R are the time and position of the observer. If we consider a
stationary case, K(x, x′) must have time translational invariance, and is a function of t− t′,
which means the integration in (2.119) can be replaced with t′ as
AE(~R, ~R
′) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′e−iEt
′
K(t, ~R; t′ ~R′) (2.120)
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Figure 2.6: The path of a radiating particle. Instead of treating the process as having two
particles produced at point P, one going in and the other out of the black hole, one can
consider this as one particle emitted inside of a black hole (point x), goes through the point
P and get observed by an observer outside of the black hole (point x).
for convenience.
The crucial point in this process is the analytic property of this propagator K(x, x′) in
the complex t′ plane. The actual propagator in the Schwarzschild black hole spacetime is
discussed in detail in [27], but the conclusion is that the analytic properties of this propagator
are completely analogous to the properties of the propagator in flat spacetime. In particular,
the propagator of a massless and spin 0 particle in flat spacetime has the same properties
as the propagators in a Schwarzschild black hole spacetime,
K(x, x′) =
i
4pi2
1
−(t− t′)2 + (~R− ~R′)2 − i² , (2.121)
where ² is a small positive real number. If t, ~R, and ~R′ are fixed, K(x, x′) has poles in the
complex t′ plane. With t′ as t′r + it
′
i, the poles are at
t′i =
1
2
²
t− t′r
. (2.122)
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Figure 2.7: Poles of the propagator of a massless spin-0 particle in flat spacetime.
Therefore, future light rays (t > t′r because t
′ is the time of emission) have poles above the
real axis, and past light rays (t < t′r) have poles below the real axis, as in Fig. 2.7.
These two poles both exist if points x and x′ are in the same region in the Kruskal coordinates.
However, in the present case, where x′ is in region I and x is in region II, the only light ray
from point x that can reach the point x′ is future directed light, as in the Fig. 2.8. Hence,
there is only a future-directed pole in this case.
As discussed in the last subsection, Kruskal coordinates are periodic in imaginary time
t with period 8piM . Therefore, there must be poles above the Im(t′) = 8piMn (n is an
integer) lines as well. Moreover, since when t′ → t′ + 4piM , (U ′, V ′) becomes (−U ′,−V ′),
there should be a pole right around the Im(t′) = 4piM as well. When t′ → t′ + 4piM , the
point x′ in region I would be moved to region III (the bottom quadrant). The light ray
that can reach point x from there is a past light ray. Therefore, there is a pole right below
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Figure 2.8: The red arrow is the future directed light at point x, and this can reach the
point x′ in region II. On the other hand, the past-directed light (blue arrow) cannot reach
point x′.
Im(t′) = 4piM line on the left side, but nothing above (and of course the same with odd
multiples of 4piM). The analytic properties of a propagator are graphically shown in Fig.
2.9.
Now, consider the t′ integral in (2.120) as a contour integral. Since there is no pole below
the real axis until −4piM , it is clear from Fig. 2.9 that lowering the contour by 4piMi should
not affect the integration. Therefore, Eq. (2.120) can be rewritten as
AE(~R, ~R
′) = −e−4piME
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′e−iEt
′
K(t′ − 4piMi, ~R′; t, ~R). (2.123)
Note that in the above expression, the part
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′e−iEt
′
K(t′ − 4piMi, ~R′; t, ~R) (2.124)
is the amplitude for a particle to reach (t, ~R) from (t′− 4piMi, ~R′), in other words, from the
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Figure 2.9: The analytic properties of the propagator when the particle’s emitted point x is
in region I and the observed point x′ is in region II of Kruskal coordinates. There are poles
right above Im(t′) = 8piMn (n is an integer) from future-directed null rays, and right below
Im(t′) = 4piMm (m is an odd integer) from past-directed null rays. The points indicated
on the figure are poles.
point exactly opposite from the point (t′, ~R′) about the origin in the Kruskal coordinates.
This path, shown in Fig. 2.10, is that of a particle that comes out of a past singularity and
is observed. This is precisely the time reversal of the path of a particle that starts out at
the observer’s point and is absorbed by a black hole.
Therefore, expression (2.124) is the amplitude for a particle of energy E to be absorbed by
a black hole. Hence, Eq. (2.119) can be interpreted as
A(emission) = e−4piMEA(absorption). (2.125)
Hence, the probabilities P (emission) of emission and P (absorption) of absorption of a par-
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Figure 2.10: The path (red arrow) of a particle that reaches the observer at (t, ~R) from
(t′ − 4piM, ~R′). Note that if (t′, ~R′) is (U ′, V ′) in Kruskal coordinates, then (t′ − 4piM, ~R′)
is (−U ′,−V ′). This is the path of a particle that comes out of a past singularity and gets
observed.
ticle have the relationship
P (emission) = e−8piMEP (absorption). (2.126)
For simplicity, imagine a black hole with a gas of particles that can have only two different
energy states, their energy difference being E. A particle in its excited state can be absorbed
by the black hole, and a particle in its ground state can be emitted. In order to reach the
equilibrium, the temperature of the black hole would be adjusted so that emission and
absorption occur at the same rate. This temperature is the Hawking temperature. If this
equilibrium temperature is T , andN(ground) andN(excited) refer to the number of particles
in ground state and excited state respectively, then
N(excited)P (absorption) = N(ground)P (emission). (2.127)
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Since
N(excited) = e−E/TN(ground), (2.128)
along with (2.125), we obtain
e−E/T = e−8piME. (2.129)
Therefore, the Hawking temperature T is
T =
h¯c3
8piGMkB
. (2.130)
Note, since the period ∆t of the coordinates in imaginary time is 8piM , the Hawking tem-
perature is
THawking =
1
∆t
. (2.131)
.
2.6.1 Hawking temperature of a Schwarzschild black hole
Here we show how to derive the Hawking radiation formula directly from the Schwarzschild
metric with Eq. (2.131), without using the Kruskal coordinate system explicitly [28].
Starting from the Schwarzschild metric (ignoring the r2dΩ2 term, which is not important
in the current discussion due to spherical symmetry)
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
dr2
1− 2M/r . (2.132)
We write τ = −it so that
ds2 =
(
1− 2M
r
)
dτ 2 +
dr2
1− 2M/r . (2.133)
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One can express the line element with a new coordinate z so that
ds2 =
(
1− 2M
r
)
dτ 2 + dz2. (2.134)
This means that for r ≈ 2M ,
z = 4M
√
1− 2M
r
. (2.135)
Therefore, the line element in terms of τ and z is
ds2 = z2
dτ 2
16M2
+ dz2. (2.136)
This is analogous the cylindrical coordinates dr2 + r2dθ2, where θ is periodic with period
2pi. In the current case with the line element (2.136), one can see that z corresponds to r in
cylindrical coordinates, and τ/4M corresponds to θ in cylindrical coordinates. This means
that the coordinates are periodic in τ/4M with its period being 2pi. Hence, the period in
imaginary time ∆τ is
∆τ = 8piM. (2.137)
Therefore, from Eq. (2.131) (adding the physical constants), we obtain the Hawking tem-
perature T = h¯c3/8piGM .
2.6.2 Temperature of a black hole surrounded by a dense
radiation
The calculation of the change in the Hawking temperature should be done with the assump-
tion of free-streaming radiation immediately around the event horizon to be consistent with
the model shown in Fig. 2.1. However, as a first step, we instead compute this change in the
Hawking temperature by assuming that there is a hydrodynamic fluid immediately around
a black hole, since we already have solutions for a hydrodynamic gas.
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The metric with a radially-moving fluid around a thermal source is given by Eq. (2.72).
With explicit expressions of Schwarzschild metric g00 and grr, the metric becomes
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 + 2gr0dtdr +
dr2
1− 2M/r + r
2dΩ2. (2.138)
We first rewrite the metric as
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)(
dt− gr0dr
1− 2M/r
)2
+
g2r0 + 1
1− 2M/rdr
2. (2.139)
Relabeling
dy = dt− gr0dr
1− 2M/r , (2.140)
the metric can be in a simple form
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dy2 +
g2r0 + 1
1− 2M/rdr
2. (2.141)
The metric looks very similar to what it was without gr0, so we make a substitution y = −iY
ds2 =
(
1− 2M
r
)
dY 2 +
g2r0 + 1
1− 2M/rdr
2. (2.142)
We express the metric with a variable z related to r as
dz =
√√√√ g2r0 + 1
1− 2M/r dr, (2.143)
so that the second part of the line element is just dz2. With the expression of gr0 that we
found in Eq. (2.107), the above equation becomes
dz =
√√√√ g2r0 + 1
1− 2M/r dr, (2.144)
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where r is taken to be 2M . Therefore,
z =
√
(g2r0 + 1)
(
1− 2M
r
)
. (2.145)
Thus, the line element is
ds2 = z2
dY 2
16M2(g2r0 + 1)
+ dz2, (2.146)
which indicates that this metric has a radial coordinate z and a rotational coordinate Y with
its period ∆Y being
∆Y = 8piM
√
g2r0 + 1. (2.147)
We take Eq. (2.120)
AE(~R, ~R
′) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dte−iEtK(t, ~R; t′ ~R′), (2.148)
and express it with the more convenient coordinate y instead of t. In order for that, t and
dt must be expressed in terms of y.
t = y + F (r), (2.149)
where
F (r) =
∫ gr0(r)
1− 2M/rdr, (2.150)
which indicates that F (r) is a function only of r.
Since the location r is fixed, from (2.140),
dt = dy. (2.151)
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Thus, Eq. (2.148) can be written as
AE(~R, ~R
′) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dye−iE(y+F (
~R))K(y, ~R; y′ ~R′). (2.152)
In order to integrate, we lower the integration contour in the imaginary part by half the
period in y, which means y → y − i∆y/2;
AE(~R, ~R
′) = −e−∆yE/2
∫ ∞
−∞
dye−iE(y+F (
~R))K(y − i∆y/2, ~R; y′ ~R′). (2.153)
To do this requires there to be no poles between the real axis and the line y = −i∆y (detail
is discussed in the last section). One can see in (2.153) that the part
∫ ∞
−∞
dye−iE(y+F (
~R))K(y − i∆y/2, ~R; y′ ~R′) (2.154)
is the amplitude for the absorption of a particle.
From here, we follow the same steps as in the last section from (2.125), with the explicit
expression of the period (2.147), to obtain the temperature of a black hole with Hawking
radiation
T =
h¯c3
8piGM
√
g2r0 + 1
. (2.155)
With the presence of strongly interacting particles around a black hole, the temperature of
a black hole, given by Eq. (2.117), is reduced by
1√
g2r0 + 1
=
1√
((16pi3aK/45C1/4M)2/3 + 1)
, (2.156)
compared to the case without strong self-interaction of particles.
We showed that the black hole temperature changes due to the surrounding radiation
by a factor of 1/((16pi3aK/45C1/4M)2/3+1), but since (16pi3aK/45C1/4M)2/3 ∼ 10−26, this
change in black hole temperature is small (by a factor of 10−26) compared to the temperature
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without the effect on the curvature due to the surrounding radiation.
Including this correction in Hawking radiation temperature increases our understanding
of Hawking radiation. However, the effect is small enough for black holes that are much
more massive than the Planck mass that for such black holes, the effect can be ignored.
However, the effect may be comparable to the original temperature if the mass of the black
hole is close to the Planck mass. The result that we obtained increases the confidence in the
original Hawking radiation temperature for black holes whose masses are much larger than
the Planck mass, since the error introduced by not considering the change in curvature due
to the interacting fluid itself is small.
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Chapter 3
Freezeout Region Model
3.1 Introduction
As particles in an interacting fluid around a compact object move radially outward, the fluid
volume increases, the temperature of the fluid decreases, and the mean free path (the average
distance that a particle travels between collisions) of the particles increases. Interactions
between particles become weaker with increasing mean free path, and particles eventually
freezeout and free-stream to infinity.
Modeling the freezeout process is important for understanding several physical phenom-
ena. One such phenomenon is high energy heavy ion collisions, such as those captured by
NASA’s Ultra Heavy Ion Collector [34], or produced in the laboratory by RHIC [35]. The
particles produced by such collisions always proceed through a high temperature, highly in-
teracting state; they then freeze out as the temperature drops and interactions cease. Since
such highly-interacting fluid (quark-gluon plasma) would eventually freezeout, a better un-
derstanding of the freezeout process is needed to characterize the quark-gluon plasma. Such
a plasma is also believed to have existed during the first 10 µs of the early universe [36]. An
accurate freezeout picture would assist in accurately interpreting data in heavy-ion collision
experiments and studying the nature of the very early universe. Therefore, it is important
to develop an understanding of freezeout behavior.
A great deal of research has dealt with freezeout behavior. Since it is important to know
the temperature for freezeout in heavy-ion collisions [37], Cheng [38] considers Lattice QCD
and a Hydro/Cascade Model of Heavy Ion Collisions with a freezeout phase. Monnai and
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Hirano [39] find particle spectra in relativistic heavy ion collisions by considering the distor-
tion of phase space distributions due to bulk viscosity at freezeout. Cooper and Frye [40]
computed the single-particle distribution for an expanding relativistic gas that originates at
a freezeout surface, where the distribution function is consistent with Boltzmann transport
equation. Bugaev [41] has corrected Cooper and Frye’s result by ensuring that only parti-
cles that travel outward are included in the distribution. Bugaev’s procedure was further
examined in Refs. [42] [43] [44] [45]. However, in both Cooper and Frye’s case and Bugaev’s
case, a definite freezeout surface is assumed to find a freezeout behavior. In other words,
the freezeout is considered to happen instantly on a spherical surface.
In this thesis, instead of making the overly simplified assumption of a definite freezeout
surface, we numerically solve the Boltzmann equation from the hydrodynamic (strong inter-
action) regime to the free-streaming (no interaction) regime, with the mean free path of the
particles in the gas varying between those two regimes. Doing so gives us a rapidly-changing
but smooth behavior of a gas that freezes out. In order to understand the behavior of such
a gas, we compute the temperature, fluid velocity, and entropy of the fluid. The computer
model explained in this chapter indicates that between the hydrodynamic and free-streaming
regimes, there is a region where all parameters change in value rapidly. This is where freeze-
out occurs. We find that the temperature drops by a factor of 2 at freezeout. At the
same time, the entropy density s decreases by a factor of ∼ 0.21 and the fluid four-velocity
increases by a factor of order 5, which increases the entropy flux from the hydrodynamic
regime to the free-streaming regime by about 7%.
3.2 Relativistic Boltzmann Transport Equation
Consider a radially outgoing fluid, around a spherical thermal source, whose self interactions
weaken with increasing radius. When the mean free path of the fluid changes rapidly, the
distribution function of the fluid changes rapidly as well. In the regime where the mean free
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path is changing significantly, the change in the particle distribution function as the fluid
expands needs to be computed. In order to compute the particle distribution function, we
use the Boltzmann transport equation:
pα
∂f
∂xα
+ pα
∂pβ
∂xα
∂f
∂pβ
= Q(xα, pα) (3.1)
[46], where pα is the particle four-vector momentum, f is the particle distribution function,
and Q(xα, pα) is the collision term.
The true collision term of the Boltzmann transport equation is very complex because
of its dependence on the product of distribution functions. As a first approximation, we
replace the collision term in the Boltzmann equation with a relativistic relaxation time
approximation:
Q(xα, pα) = −pαu
α
τ
(f − f l.e.0 ), (3.2)
where uα is fluid four velocity, τ is the characteristic time between collisions, and f0 is the
local equilibrium distribution function:
f l.e.0 =
1
epµuµ/T ± 1 , (3.3)
where pµ is the momentum of a particle, uµ is the four-velocity of the fluid, and T is
the temperature of the fluid. The relaxation time collision term approximates all non-zero
eigenvalues of the collision operator with one eigenvalue, 1/τ . With the relaxation time
approximation, Eq. (3.1) becomes
pα
∂f
∂xα
+ pα
∂pβ
∂xα
∂f
∂pβ
=
pαu
α
τ
(f − f l.e.0 ). (3.4)
The relaxation time model is useful only for short-range interactions. For other interac-
tions, better methods are required for solving the Boltzmann equation. For example, Baym
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et al. [47] computed the viscosity of a quark-gluon plasma in the weak coupling regime from
a variational solution. Another completely independent approach is via correlation func-
tions calculated in lattice QCD, e.g., Nakamura and Sakai [48] computed the shear viscosity
coefficient of a quark gluon plasma at zero chemical potential.
3.3 Boundary Conditions
Equation (3.4) is a first order differential equation. Therefore, in order to compute solutions
to Eq. (3.4), one boundary condition is required. We assume that the hydrodynamic gas
discussed in Chapter 2 exists just inside the freezeout region. Therefore, the condition at
the inner boundary of the freezeout region r0 can be taken to be the condition of a perfect
fluid. Thus, at r0, we take
f(r0) = f
l.e.
0 , (3.5)
where f l.e0 is the local equilibrium distribution function (3.3).
In order for the hydrodynamic model to be valid, the time required for the gas to equi-
librate has to be less than the expansion time; that is, the relaxation time of the gas has to
be smaller than the time scale for the expansion of the gas. The relaxation time is the mean
free time τ , and the expansion rate is ∣∣∣∣∣1s dsdt
∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.6)
where s is the entropy of the gas per volume. The derivative is along the motion of the fluid.
From entropy conservation, Eq. (2.65),
1
s
ds
dt
+ uµ;µ = 0. (3.7)
Therefore, the expansion rate is ∣∣∣∣∣1s dsdt
∣∣∣∣∣ = |uµ;µ| (3.8)
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and the time scale for the expansion of the gas is the inverse of this,
1
|uµ;µ| . (3.9)
The requirement for the fluid to be accurately described by a hydrodynamic model is then
|uµ;µτ | << 1. (3.10)
This condition needs to be satisfied at the radius r0.
3.4 Cross Section
In order to understand the behavior of a gas that freezes out, we need to know the fre-
quency of collisions. The cross section is a measure of the likelihood of collisions, essential
information for understanding freezeout.
We use the estimate of the relaxation time τ in the following relativistically invariant
form
τ =
1
σcnµuµ
, (3.11)
where σ is the total cross section of the interaction, uµ is the fluid four-velocity, and nµ is the
particle four-flow of the charged particles, which is computed from the distribution function
of the charged particles fe,
nµ =
∫
pµfe
d3p
p0
. (3.12)
In the situation where only photons, electrons, and positrons are present around a ther-
mal source, only QED interactions are important. Thus, in this case, possible interaction
processes that involve photons are photon-photon scattering, pair production of electrons
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and positrons, and Thomson scattering (or Compton scattering at high energy):
γ + γ → γ + γ (3.13)
γ + γ ↔ e+ + e− (3.14)
γ + e± → γ + e±. (3.15)
On the other hand, if there are only quarks and gluons, QCD interactions are most
important. In this situation, possible interaction processes that include gluons are gluon-
gluon scattering, pair production of quarks and antiquarks, Thomson scattering (or Compton
scattering for high energy) with quarks and gluons:
g + g → g + g (3.16)
g + g ↔ q + q¯ (3.17)
g + q → g + q (3.18)
g + q¯ → g + q¯. (3.19)
3.4.1 Photon-electron scattering
If high-energy photons are emitted from a thermal source, the photons interact via pair
production and create electrons and positrons. In the case of QGP, emitted gluons would
interact via pair production to create quarks and antiquarks. Created particles (or antipar-
ticles) and photons go through photon-electron scattering (which would be between gluons
and quarks/antiquarks for QCD), where its interaction can be described as follows.
The differential power scattered from a plane of electromagnetic wave by an electron is
given by
dP
dΩ
=
e4E20
32pi2²c3m2
sin2 θ (3.20)
[29], where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field of the electromagnetic wave and m is the
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mass of the charged particle. The differential cross section is the differential power scattered
per incident energy flux, so using the energy density of electromagnetic waves u = c²E20/2,
dσ
dΩ
=
dP/dΩ
u
=
e4
16pi2²2c4m2
sin2 θ. (3.21)
Therefore, the total cross section σ is given by
σ =
∫ dσ
dΩ
dΩ =
8pi
3
(
αh¯
mc
)2
, (3.22)
where α is the fine-structure constant (= e2/4pih¯c = 1/137). This is the cross section for
Thomson scattering. With the particle being an electron, its value is ∼ 10−29 m2.
3.4.2 Photon-photon scattering
Photon-photon scatterings occur in a photon fluid. For high-energy regime, Karplus and
Neumann [31] numerically computed the cross section value for forward (θ = 0) and right-
angle (θ = pi/2 scattering of photon-photon scatterings. Their results, which are accurate
for p > 10mec, are
dσ
dΩ
∼ α
4
pi2p2
(
me
p
)2 (
ln
p
me
)4
(3.23)
for forward scattering, and
dσ
dΩ
∼ α
4
pi2p2
(
me
p
)2
(3.24)
for right-angle scattering.
With the above result, we write an approximate total scattering cross section for photon-
photon scattering in the high-energy limit
σ ∼ 2pi α
4
pi2p2
(
me
p
)2 [
1 +
(
ln
p
me
)4]
. (3.25)
The value of σ is approximately 10−35 m2 for p ∼ me, and the value is smaller if p is greater
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than that.
The approximate size of the photon-photon cross section is ∼ 10−35 m2 = 10−5 fm2, where
as it is∼ 10−29 m2 = 0.1 fm2 for photon-electron scattering. Since the cross section of photon-
photon scattering is much smaller than that of Thomson scattering (by a factor of 106), the
total cross section of all the interactions is approximately given by photon-electron scattering.
The expression given in Eq. (3.22) is not highly accurate since Thomson scattering is valid
when photons are in the low-energy limit. However, even at higher energies, Thomson
scattering cross section gives a reasonable approximation. Therefore, as a first step, we use
the Thomson scattering cross section given in Eq. (3.22) for our calculation.
It is important to note that since electrons/positrons and photons are involved in Thom-
son scattering, two distribution functions (one for photons and another for electrons/positrons)
need to be used. This means that we would need to solve two Boltzmann equations, one
for photons and one for electrons/positrons, where the equations depend on both photon
and electron/positron distribution functions. Therefore, the Boltzmann equation with the
relaxation time approximation for a single gas (3.4) does not describe the situation quanti-
tatively. However, in this thesis, we demonstrate a schematic calculation of freezeout, using
the simple Boltzmann equation, given in Eq. (3.4).
3.5 Overall Procedure
In this section, we discuss the overall numerical procedure we use to compute the properties
of an interacting gas in order to understand the freezeout behavior of a spherically symmetric
fluid that travels radially outward. We assume that the fluid is made of massless particles
with g helicity states, so that
p =
1
3
ρ =
pi2g
30
T 4. (3.26)
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1) We compute the particle four-flow
nµ =
∫
pµfe
d3p
p0
. (3.27)
We assume that there are equal numbers of positively and negatively charged particles (since
we assume that the radiation comes from a neutral thermal source), so that the chemical
potential of the gas of charged particles is zero. In that case we can compute
nµ =
∫
pµfe
d3p
p0
=
3
4
∫
pµf
d3p
p0
, (3.28)
from the initial conditions. From this result, the relaxation time
τ =
1
σcnµuµ
(3.29)
is computed, where σ is the effective cross section between photons and electrons/positrons
(or gluons and quarks/antiquarks for the QCD case).
2) We write the Boltzmann equation in the most convenient form. Since we use a spherical
coordinate system, the second term on the left side of the Boltzmann equation
pα
∂f
∂xα
+ pα
∂pβ
∂xα
∂f
∂pβ
=
pαu
α
τ
(f − f l.e.0 ) (3.30)
is non-zero. For a spherically symmetric gas that moves radially outward in steady-state, f
depends only on pr (and p0 = p0(pr)). Hence,
pα
∂pβ
∂xα
∂f
∂pβ
= pα
∂pr
∂xα
∂f
∂pr
. (3.31)
Since pr = p cos θ,
pα
∂pr
∂xα
∂f
∂pr
= −1
r
~p · θˆp sin θ1
p
∂f
∂ cos θ
= −p
r
sin2 θ
∂f
∂ cos θ
. (3.32)
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Therefore, the Boltzmann equation becomes
pr
∂f
∂r
− p
r
sin2 θ
∂f
∂ cos θ
=
pαu
α
τ
(f − f l.e.0 ), (3.33)
so that
∂f
∂r
=
1
pr
(
p
r
sin2 θ
∂f
∂ cos θ
+
pαu
α
τ
(f − f l.e.0 )
)
. (3.34)
Since f(p) is now known at the inner freezeout surface r0, one can compute ∂f/∂r at all p
at r0.
3) With ∂f/∂r, the distribution function at the next step (outward by ∆r) is computed
with
f(r0 +∆r) = f(r0) +
∂f
∂r
∆r. (3.35)
4) Now that the distribution function f at r0+∆r is computed, T and u
r at r0+∆r can
be calculated from f as follows. We use the fact that the local energy and momentum even
after the change in distribution function must be the same as that with the local equilibrium
distribution function
∫
f l.e.0 p
µd3p/(2pi)3. Hence,
∫
(f − f l.e.0 )pµ
d3p
(2pi)3
= 0. (3.36)
Therefore, ∫
fpµp0
1
p0
d3p
(2pi)3
=
∫
f l.e.0 p
µp0
1
p0
d3p
(2pi)3
. (3.37)
Note that stress-energy tensor T µν is given by
T µν =
∫
fpµpν
1
p0
d3p
(2pi)3
. (3.38)
Hence, Eq. (3.36) can also be written as
T 0µ = T 0µeq , (3.39)
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where T µνeq is the stress energy tensor in local equilibrium, T
µν
eq = (ρ+ p)u
µuν + pgµν . Thus,
we define T and ur with T 0µ, which can be computed with Eq. (3.38):
T 0µ = (ρ+ p)u0uµ + pg0µ, (3.40)
where u0 =
√
1 + (ur)2. We compute ur from ratio of Eq. (3.40) with µ = 0 to that with
µ = r
T 00
T r0
=
u0
ur
− 1
4u0ur
, (3.41)
and then compute T from
T r0 = (ρ+ p)u0ur =
4pi2g
90
T 4u0ur, (3.42)
hence
T =
(
90
pi2g
T r0
4u0ur
)1/4
, (3.43)
where g is the number of degeneracies.
5) We go back to the beginning of the procedure, and recompute τ with the new f . The
procedure is repeated at least until reaching the free-streaming regime. At the end of each
cycle, T , u, and τ are recorded.
3.6 Before Freezeout
Prior to freezeout, distribution functions can be estimated analytically as well. Therefore,
we use the result of that analytic expression to check the numerical calculation prior to
freezeout. One way to make such estimates makes use of a method described by Reif [32],
modified as follows.
Let P (r) be the probability that a particle survives a radial distance r without any
collisions, and let ωdr be the probability that a particle suffers a collision between radius r
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and r + dr. Therefore,
P (r + dr) = P (r)(1− ωdr). (3.44)
Hence,
P (r) +
dP
dr
dr = P (r)− P (r)ωdr (3.45)
or
1
P
dP
dr
= −ω. (3.46)
Thus,
P = ωe−ωr, (3.47)
where P is normalized so that the total probability is unity.
The probability that a particle, after surviving without collisions for a radius r, suffers a
collision in the radial distance between r and r + dr is Q(r) = e−ωrωdr. Thus, the average
radial distance that a particle travels between collisions, mean free path λ, is given by
λ =
∫ ∞
0
re−ωrωdr. (3.48)
Since the integral on the left side yields 1/ω,
ω =
1
λ
. (3.49)
Hence,
Q(r) = e−r/λ
dr
λ
. (3.50)
Suppose that the number of particles near r′ and p′ at a point in phase space at the
instant immediately after a collision is given by fi(r
′, p′)d3r′d3p′/(2pi)3. After some time, if
there were no collisions, all such particles would arrive at the same location in phase space
(r, p). However, due to collisions, only a fraction of those would arrive at (r, p). Since the
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probability that a particle experiences a collision at r and continues to move to r+dr without
any collision is given by (3.50), the number of particles that would arrive at r′+ dr′ is given
by
e−r
′/λdr
′
λ
fi(r
′, p′)d3r′
d3p′
(2pi)3
. (3.51)
Since particles from any r′ could arrive at r, the distribution function at (r, p) is
f(r, p) =
∫ ∞
0
fi(r
′, p)e−r
′/λ dr
′
λ
. (3.52)
Note that the exponential function inside of integrand shows the contribution to f(r, p) from
particles near r is stronger than that due to particles far from r.
3.7 Results
3.7.1 QED case
We first consider the case where QED interactions are dominant. The numerical calculation
was done with a constant QED Thomson scattering cross section ∼ 10−29 m2 = 10−5 fm2,
and a degeneracy factor g = 2.
For a QED gas of radially moving photons in spherical symmetry, the computed temper-
ature, four-velocity, and entropy flux are shown in Fig. 3.1. The temperature decreases and
fluid velocity increases, just as in the hydrodynamic case. However, there is a point where
the rate of change in those parameters suddenly increases. This indicates that freezeout oc-
curs. The entropy flux has a similar property as temperature and fluid velocity. The entropy
flux has little change at first, but it suddenly increases around r/R ∼ 1.03, where R is the
radius of the thermal source. This increase in entropy flux is due to the increase in fluid
velocity; the entropy density s itself decreases by a factor of ∼ 0.21 at this time. When this
sudden change occurs, the left side of the condition (3.10) uµ;µτ is ∼ 0.2. After an increase
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.1: The temperature T , the r-component of the fluid four-velocity ur, and entropy
flux of a gas around a thermal source when Boltzmann equation is numerically solved from
hydrodynamic regime to free-streaming regime, assuming that only QED interactions are
relevant. The temperature, fluid velocity, and entropy are in units of the quantities at the
inner boundary of the photosphere, and the radius is in units of the size of the thermal
source.
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in the entropy flux by 7%, its increase slows down, which indicates that the particles have
frozen out by this point. The fact that changes in parameters slow down can be seen from
the Boltzmann equation (3.4). Once τ becomes large, right side of the Boltzmann equation
becomes small. This makes ∂f/∂r small, which slows down the change in all parameters.
It is interesting to compare the result with the case when the gas can be described by
a viscous relativistic fluid, including only first order terms in sheer viscosity η and bulk
viscosity ζ. The divergence of the entropy of such fluid is given by Eq. (2.50):
∂µ(su
µ) =
1
T
[
1
2
η(∂µuν + ∂νuµ)2 + (ζ − 2
3
η)(∂lu
l)2
]
. (3.53)
In order to compute the values on the right side of this equation, we need values of u, T ,
and η. We use the hydro solution for u and T on the right side to find sur, and compute η
from the Boltzmann equation as follows.
The solution for f in Eq. (3.4) can be expressed as a series expansion in τ . Considering
the case where particles interact with each other significantly, we assume that the mean free
path of photons τ is much smaller than the size of each region of the thermal source (i.e.,
τ << R). Thus, we keep the terms only up to linear order in τ∂α in the expansion. We also
assume that the spherical expansion of the gas does not give a significant contribution to
the viscosity coefficients. Then from Eq. (3.4) without the second term in the left side,
f = f l.e.0 +
τ
uµpµ
pα∂αf
l.e.
0 . (3.54)
Hence, the stress-energy tensor, which is
Tαβ =
∫ d3p
(2pi)3
f
pαpβ
p0
, (3.55)
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in general, is given in this approximation by
T αβ =
∫ d3p
(2pi)3
pαpβ
p0
(f l.e.0 +
τ
uµpµ
pα∂αf
l.e.
0 ). (3.56)
The first term is the stress-energy tensor of perfect fluid. The second term is the non-
equilibrium part, which can be written as
∆T αβ =
1
2
∫ d3p
(2pi)3
pαpβ
p0
τ
uµpµ
pαpδf l.e.0 (1 + f
l.e.
0 )(β∂αuδ + uδ∂αβ). (3.57)
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3.4) by pν/p0 and integrating, we find
∂µ
∫ pνpµ
p0
f l.e.0 = 0, (3.58)
for all ν; the right side of the equation vanishes due to conservation of energy and momentum.
This is the equation of motion for β = 1/T in zeroth order in τ∂α, which can be substituted
into (3.57) to find T αβ to first order in τ∂α. Doing so eliminates ∂
µβ from (3.57), and hence
∆T αβ must depend only on uα, ∂α, and the metric gαβ. Therefore, we can write ∆T αβ as
∆Tαβ = A(∂αuβ + ∂βuα) +Bgαβ∂γu
γ + Cuαuβ∂γu
γ +D(uαuγ∂
γuβ + uβuγ∂
γuα), (3.59)
where A,B,C,D are constants determined from the following two properties of Tαβ,
∆Tαα = 0 (3.60)
uαT
αβ = 0. (3.61)
Relations (3.60) and (3.61) are due to the structure of ∆Tαβ in (3.57) with pαpα = 0 (since
we consider photons) for the first equation, and because of (3.57) and (3.58) for the second
equation. Lastly, computing the integral (3.57) in the frame where u = (1, 0) determines all
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constants A,B,C,D:
Tαβ = TαβPF +∆T
αβ
= TαβPF −
4τρ
15
(∂αuβ + ∂βuα + uαuγ∂
γuβ + uβuγ∂
γuα)
+
8τρ
45
(gαβ∂γu
γ + uαuβ∂γu
γ), (3.62)
where T αβPF is the perfect fluid part. This T
αβ agrees with the stress energy tensor of a
relativistic viscous fluid in [24], with the shear and bulk viscosity coefficients being
η = 4τρ/15 (3.63)
ζ = 0 (3.64)
(since we are dealing with photons), respectively [24].
Equation (3.62) is valid only if the first order term of Boltzmann equation in τ∂ is
much smaller than the second order term, which is proportional to τ 2∂2. Therefore, for
our spherically symmetric case, the criteria for the viscosity calculation to be valid can be
written as τdur/dr >> τ 2d2ur/dr2, or
τd2ur/dr2
dur/dr
<< 1. (3.65)
Using u and T from the hydrodynamic solution and η = 4τρ/15, we find that sur in
the viscous fluid almost follows the numerical Boltzmann equation curve until the free-
streaming region. For the viscous fluid case, instead of showing a free-streaming behavior,
sur continues to increase, as shown in Fig. 3.2. This is because the change in entropy
flux for the viscosity case is proportional to τ , as indicated by Eqs. (2.50) and the fact
that η ∼ τ , and τ is increasing when the entropy flux is increasing in viscosity calculation.
The viscosity calculation first branches off from the hydro calculation (constant entropy
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Figure 3.2: Entropy flux as a function of radial distance. The blue line is the result of solving
the Boltzmann equation and the green line is from the theory of the viscous relativistic fluid.
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flux), where the left side of the condition (3.10) uµ;µτ is ∼ 0.2. Due to allowing viscosity,
the viscosity calculation continues to agree with Boltzmann equation calculation until the
condition (3.65) does not hold anymore; where the viscosity calculation branches off from
Boltzmann calculation, the left side of the condition (3.65) is ∼ 0.5.
We find that the viscosity calculation matches our numerical calculation when the viscos-
ity calculation makes physical sense. This increases the confidence in our numerical model.
After the viscosity regime, the numerical calculation shows a free-streaming behavior, which
makes physical sense as well.
3.7.2 QCD case
In the case of QCD, as the interactions of a strongly self-interacting gas of quarks and
gluons become weaker, quarks and gluons are likely to form hadrons before freezing out. In
such a case, our numerical calculation is not valid because it does not take hadronization
into account. However, if the gas starts out with a high enough temperature, then the
temperature after freezeout can be high enough for perturbative QCD to be valid (above
∼ 1 GeV), which lets freezeout to occur before hadronization. In this section, we consider
such situation where freezeout of quarks and gluons occur before hadronization.
We use the Thomson scattering cross section σ ∼ α2S just as in the QED case to estimate
the total cross section of these interactions (this time gluon-gluon scattering is not small, but
it is smaller than other scatterings). Note, for QCD interactions, αS ∼ [log(Q/200MeV )]−1,
where Q is the particle momentum [33]. Hence, with the choice Q ∼ T ∼ 1 GeV (since
individual quarks can exist with this temperature), αS ∼ 10α. With this αS and Eq. (3.22),
the value of the cross section for this QCD case is σQCD ∼ 10σQED. We use the number of
degeneracies for gluons g = 16, where there are two due to spin, and eight due to colors [49].
The temperature, four-velocity, and entropy are shown in Fig. 3.3. The results are very
similar to QED results. The temperature decreases and fluid velocity increases, and they
change rapidly at one point, which indicates freezeout. All parameters start out with very
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.3: For a QCD gas of radially-moving gluons in spherical symmetry, the computed
temperature T , the r-component of the fluid four-velocity ur, and entropy flux of a gas around
a thermal source when Boltzmann equation is numerically solved from hydrodynamic regime
to free-streaming regime. The temperature, fluid velocity, and entropy are in units of the
quantities at the inner boundary of the photosphere, and radius is in units of the size of the
thermal source.
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small change in r, go through a sudden increase (where particles are freezing out) around
r/R ∼ 1.0004, and become slowly-changing again. Just as in the QED case, when the
sudden increase occurs, the left side of the condition (3.10) uµ;µτ is ∼ 0.2. The total increase
in entropy is about 7% just as in the QED case, but the freezeout occurs at a smaller radius
and the thickness of the region of sudden changes in parameters is smaller compared to the
QED case. Due to the fact that the cross section is larger, interactions occur more frequently
and freezeout starts sooner. Due to the same reason, the thickness of the transition region
(where parameters change rapidly) also becomes smaller in the case of QCD compared to
that of QED, which indicates that the larger the cross section, the sooner the free-stream
begins. The difference from the QED case is significant, so it is important to use the correct
cross section depending on the situation.
The calculation of the distribution function in Reif’s method, explained in the last section,
was carried out at the same time the numerical calculation was done, in order to check the
calculation of solving the Boltzmann equation. The distribution functions computed by two
different methods agree well until freezeout. For example, after ten iterations of the code,
the difference in the two distribution functions was about 0.8%. This increases confidence
in our numerical calculation.
Unlike assuming a definite surface where freezeout occurs suddenly, our numerical model
describes how freezeout occurs by describing rapid but smooth changes in properties of the
gas during freezeout. Our numerical model connects the two well-studied regimes, hydrody-
namic and free-streaming, which increases our understanding of freezeout.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have discussed a strongly self-interacting gas around a thermal source in
spherical symmetry. In order to understand such a gas, the space occupied by self-interacting
gas around such thermal source was divided in two: the perfect fluid region, where particles
self-interact strongly, and a freezeout region, where the mean free path of particles becomes
large enough that particles effectively stop interacting.
In the discussion of the perfect fluid region, analyzed in Chapter 2, analytical expressions
of the temperature and fluid velocity as functions of radius for a radially-moving relativistic
perfect fluid around a thermal source were computed. After the discussion of a special
relativistic fluid, corrections to that model due to viscosity and general relativity are analyzed
separately.
By using conservation of energy and momentum, we found that a special relativistic fluid
would have decreasing temperature and increasing fluid velocity as radial distance increases.
Far away from the thermal source, the temperature is found to be proportional to the inverse
of the radial distance and fluid four-velocity is proportional to the radial distance.
Viscosity was added to the special relativistic fluid model next. We found that the
temperature of the fluid is higher and the fluid velocity is lower when viscosity is taken
into account. In the case of η/s ∼ 0.5h¯/kB, which is approximately the experimental value
of a strongly interacting QCD fluid measured in RHIC [35], the correction to the special
relativistic model due to viscosity was about 3 %.
Effects on the special relativistic model due to strong gravitational field was then dis-
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cussed. In order to compute temperature and fluid velocity of a fluid with a strong gravita-
tional field, the Einstein equations were used in addition to energy-momentum conservation.
We assumed a nonzero gr0 metric component, and assumed the same g00 and grr as in the
Schwarzschild metric. The size of the thermal source was assumed to be much larger than
the Planck mass. With such assumptions, we found that the correction to the special rel-
ativity model is small; we found that the gr0 metric component acquires a value ∼ 10−13,
where it is zero without the effect of general relativity. This small change in gr0, however,
shows how the Hawking temperature of a black hole (if the thermal source is a black hole)
changes due to the presence of the surrounding fluid. The change in Hawking temperature
was found to be ∼ 10−26 of the original value. The result indicated a very small change,
which indicates that previous calculations which do not take the curvature of the spacetime
due to surrounding fluid into account are accurate. However, when the mass of the thermal
source approaches Planck mass, its effect may be much more important.
In Chapter 3, we discussed how interactions between particles of a fluid weaken as the
fluid travels radially outward and how the fluid eventually freezes out. In order to find
the temperature, fluid velocity, and entropy of the fluid when mean free path changes with
radial distance, we performed a numerical calculation which solves Boltzmann equation with
relaxation time approximation. Both the QED and QCD cases are discussed.
We found that there is a region where all parameters change in their values rapidly,
which indicates an occurrence of a freezeout. After the freezeout, entropy increased by 7%
and temperature dropped by a factor of two compared to before freezeout in both QED and
QCD cases. Due to larger cross section in QCD compared to QED, the freezeout was found
to occur sooner and the thickness of the freezeout region is smaller for the QCD case.
Unlike assuming a definite surface where freezeout occurs suddenly, which is what has
been done before, we described how freezeout occurs by describing rapid but smooth changes
in properties of the gas during freezeout, by performing a numerical calculation which solves
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Boltzmann equation.Our numerical model would connect two well-studied regimes, hydro-
dynamic and fee-streaming.
In this thesis, we showed that if a photosphere forms around a thermal source, the
temperature of the gas measured by an observer at infinity is lower by a factor of two (as
shown in Fig. 3.1) compared to when a photosphere does not form.
4.1 Future Work
There are a number of interesting research directions that could be pursued, stemming from
the work of this thesis.
Perfect Fluid Model with More General Assumptions When we discussed the per-
fect fluid region of the gas with general relativity, we assumed that the g00 and grr components
of the space-time metric are unchanged from the Schwarzschild metric. Instead of assuming
so, we can allow small changes in those components to analyze the fluid. We can eventu-
ally make a perfect fluid model without any specific assumptions about metric components.
This means five equations (two from energy-momentum conservation and three from the
Einstein equations) need to be solved directly, which most likely would require a numerical
calculation. Computing metric components without any specific assumptions about metric
components would make the result accurate for any size thermal sources, even the ones
whose masses are on the order of the Planck mass.
General relativistic fluid with viscosity We discussed the effect of viscosity and general
relativity separately and found that the effect due to viscosity is much larger than the effect
due to general relativity. However, it is likely that the effect of general relativity becomes
larger as the mass of the thermal source approaches the Planck mass (where the calculation
to compute the effects needs to be done with more general assumptions about spacetime
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metric components, as indicated in the last paragraph). Therefore, for small black holes,
the effect of general relativity may be comparable to the effect due to viscosity, so it would
be desirable to include both viscosity and general relativistic effects in modeling a strongly
self-interacting fluid.
More Realistic Cross Section We used only used constant cross sections in the freezeout
model in Chapter 3. However, cross sections change in value depending on various physical
parameters such as the particles momenta. To be more realistic, we could calculate a cross
section of a particular interaction that is computed from its amplitude of the interaction
process, starting with Feynman diagrams.
More Particles In the freezeout model in Chapter 3, we assumed that the Boltzmann
equation can be solved as if we have a gas that consists of single species particles. Instead
of assuming so, we can consider the case where different particles have different distribution
functions. This requires solving two Boltzmann equations in the numerical calculation, but
such change would make the model more realistic.
Different Collision Term In solving the Boltzmann equation in the numerical calculation
of our freezeout model, we used a relaxation time approximation for the collision term in
the Boltzmann equation. Instead of using such approximation, we could use more realistic
collision terms, eventually using the one that is in the original Boltzmann equation with
degeneracies taken into account.
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Appendix A
Covariant Derivatives in Curved
Spacetime
In this section, we briefly derive the general tool for taking derivatives in curved spacetime,
mainly following [50].
A vector ~V with a basis {~eα} can be represented as
~V = V α~eα. (A.1)
Hence, its derivative is
∂~V
∂xβ
=
∂V α
∂xβ
~eα + V
α ∂~eα
∂xβ
. (A.2)
In a flat spacetime, ∂~eα/∂x
β = 0 because a unit vector (such as ~ex) is a constant vector
everywhere in space and time. However, ~eα is not necessarily a constant if the spacetime is
curved. This is what makes a difference in derivatives between flat and curved spacetimes,
so we derive an explicit form of ∂~eα/∂x
β.
Since ∂~eα/∂x
β is a vector, it can be represented as a linear combination of the basis
vectors:
∂~eα
∂xβ
= Γµαβ~eµ. (A.3)
Hence, (
∂V
∂xβ
)α
~eα =
(
∂V α
∂xβ
+ V µΓαµβ
)
~eα. (A.4)
This can define the derivatives of a vector in curved spacetimes (or covariant derivatives)
V α;β :
V α;β = V
α
,β + Γ
α
µβV
µ. (A.5)
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The symbol Γαµβ is called the Christoffel symbol. In addition, derivatives of one-forms (with
one lower index) can be shown by writing a scalar φ = qαV
α. The derivative of φ is
φ;β = qα;βV
α + qαV
α
;β . (A.6)
Since φ is a scalar function,
φ;β = φ,β (A.7)
= qα,βV
α + qαV
α
,β . (A.8)
With the Eq. (A.5),
φ,β = qα,βV
α + qαV
α
;β − qαΓαµβV µ
= (qα,β − Γµαβqµ)V α + qαV α;β . (A.9)
Therefore, using this expression and Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7), we find the derivative of a one-
form:
qα;β = qα,β − Γµαβqµ. (A.10)
Furthermore, representing a vector as TαβV
β or as TαβVβ, or representing a second rank
tensor as WαβγVγ and so on lead to rules of derivatives for tensors of higher ranks. In
particular, derivatives of two types of second rank tenors are useful in this thesis:
T αβ;γ = T
αβ
,γ + Γ
α
µγT
µβ + ΓβµγT
αµ (A.11)
Tαβ;γ = Tαβ,γ − ΓµαγTµβ − ΓµβγTαµ. (A.12)
In order to find an explicit expression of Christoffel symbols, we first consider the sym-
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metry
φ,β,α = φα,β, (A.13)
where φ is a scalar function. Since φα;β is a tensor and is symmetric in the local Lorentz
frame (which is a flat frame but only locally) as seen above, it is symmetric in other frames
as well. Therefore,
φ,β;α = φ,α;β, (A.14)
which means
φ,β,α − φ,µΓµβα = φ,α,β − φ,µΓµαβ. (A.15)
Hence, Christoffel symbols are symmetric in the last two indices:
Γµαβ = Γ
µ
βα. (A.16)
Second, compute the derivative of a metric gαβ. From Eq. (A.12),
gαβ;γ = gαβ,γ − Γµαγgµβ − Γµβγgαµ. (A.17)
Since gαβ is a tensor and gαβ;γ = 0 in Local Lorentz frame,
gαβ;γ = 0 (A.18)
in any frame. Hence, the Eq. (A.17) becomes
gαβ,γ − Γµαγgµβ − Γµβγgαµ = 0. (A.19)
I now rewrite the above equation with three permutations of indices:
gαβ,γ = Γβαγ + Γαβγ (A.20)
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gαγ,β = Γγαβ + Γαγβ (A.21)
−gγβ,α = −Γβγα − Γγβα. (A.22)
Adding up these three equations and using the Eq. (A.16), we find
Γαβγ =
1
2
(gαβ,γ + gαγ,β − gγβ,α). (A.23)
Therefore, the Christoffel symbols can be computed only with metric as
Γµβγ =
1
2
gµα(gαβ,γ + gαγ,β − gγβ,α). (A.24)
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Appendix B
Kruskal Coordinate System
The geometry outside of an uncharged non-rotating black hole of mass M is described by a
line element given by
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (B.1)
It is a very simple way of describing this geometry, using coordinates that are the same as
spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ). However, using this coordinate system causes a problem.
To show the problem, we draw light cones in Schwarzschild coordinates. Consider a
photon that is radially ingoing or outgoing. Using the fact that ds2 = 0 with constant θ and
φ in the Eq. (2.113), we find
dt
dr
= ± 1
1− 2M/r , (B.2)
where the plus sign is for outgoing photons and the minus sign is for ingoing photons. This
expression gives the slope of the null lines, or the slope of the light cones, in the t-r plane.
For r >> 2M , this slope is almost −1, as expected. As a photon approaches r = 2M from
outside, this slope diverges, as indicated in Fig. B.1. Since the world line of any particle at
each point in a spacetime has to be inside of a light cone, a particle that falls into a black hole
from some location greater than 2M will keep increasing its slope as it approaches r = 2M
line. In other words, as a particle approaches r = 2M , the coordinate time t goes to infinity.
Once the particle is inside of the event horizon (ignoring the fact that it is past t =∞), the
slope given by the Eq. (B.2) changes in sign. This means that the coordinate time t now
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Figure B.1: Light cones at various values of r in Schwarzschild coordinate system. As r gets
closer to 2M , the light cone becomes skinnier. This means that the world line of any particle
falling into a black hole asymptotically approach an r = 2M line.
decreases as r increases. This means that the particle needs infinite amount of time to get
to the event horizon, but the particle gets to r = 0 at finite t. A rough world line of such
particle is indicated in Fig. B.2.
The fact that a particle requires an infinite amount of time to get to the event horizon
is very strange. It is worse because the same particle gets to the center of the black hole in
finite amount of time. Moreover, it can be shown [50] that the amount of proper time that a
free-falling particle needs to get to an event horizon from outside is finite, which makes the
situation even more strange.
This problem can be solved by realizing that these strange phenomena are due to a bad
coordinate system. Instead of (t, r, θ, φ), a new coordinate system that does not change the
shape of light cones at any point is needed.
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Figure B.2: World line of a particle that radially falls into a black hole. As it approaches
r = 2M , the coordinate time t approaches infinity. Once the particle is inside of the event
horizon, t decreases as it approaches r = 0.
One of such coordinate system, which is useful for the present problem, is called the
Kruskal coordinate system. In this system, two coordinates U and V are used instead of the
t and r in Schwarzschild polar coordinate system, and their relationships are
U =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U > 0, V > 0) (B.3)
U = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U < 0, V > 0) (B.4)
U = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V =
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U > 0, V < 0) (B.5)
U = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r−t)/4M
V = −
√
|1− r
2M
| e(r+t)/4M (U < 0, V < 0). (B.6)
(B.7)
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Figure B.3: A diagram of Kruskal coordinates. Region I corresponds to U < 0, V > 0 (B.4),
region II corresponds to U > 0, V > 0 (B.3), III is for U < 0, V < 0 (B.6), and IV is for
U > 0, V < 0 (B.5). Lines of constant r are hyperbolae. The diagram shows which regions
have which kind of hyperbolae (vertical or horizontal).
With these coordinates, the metric (2.113) becomes
ds2 = −32M
3e−r/2M
r
dUdV + r2dΩ2, (B.8)
where r = r(U, V ) given by
UV = ±
(
r
2M
− 1
)
er/2M . (B.9)
A diagram of these coordinates is Fig. B.3.
Region I in the diagram corresponds to U < 0 and V > 0 (B.4), region II corresponds to
U > 0 and V > 0 (B.3), III is for U < 0 and V < 0 (B.6), and IV is for U > 0 and V < 0
(B.5). Equation (B.9) can be rewritten as
(V + U)2 − (V − U)2 = ±1
4
(
r
2M
− 1
)
er/2M (B.10)
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Figure B.4: Null lines in Kruskal coordinate system. The red arrow in the figure is an
outgoing future-directed null line in region I.
to show that lines of constant r are hyperbolae. These constant r hyperbolae run vertically
and horizontally depending on the regions, as is indicated in the diagram.
A radial null line (dΩ = 0, ds = 0) in this coordinate system is
dU = 0 (B.11)
or
dV = 0. (B.12)
In other words, null lines are parallel to the U axis or V axis. One can distinguish the
outgoing and ingoing null rays and future-directed and past-directed null rays from the
diagram. For example, in region I, the red arrow in the Fig. B.4 increases in both t and r,
which makes it an outgoing future-directed null ray.
This means that the light cones look the same at any point. When represented in Kruskal
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coordinates, the outer edges of a light cone make a 90-degree angle (in r−t plane) everywhere.
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